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Abstract. Exquisitor is the state-of-the-art large-scale interactive learn-
ing approach for media exploration that utilizes user relevance feedback
at its core and is capable of interacting with collections containing more
than 100M multimedia items at sub-second latency. In this work, we
propose improvements to Exquisitor that include new features extracted
at shot level for semantic concepts, scenes and actions. In addition, we
introduce extensions to the video summary interface providing a better
overview of the shots. Finally, we replace a simple keyword search fea-
tured in the previous versions of the system with a semantic search based
on modern contextual representations.

Keywords: Interactive learning · Video browsing · Multimodal
representation learning · Semantic search

1 Introduction

The Video Browser Showdown (VBS) is a live interactive video retrieval chal-
lenge, in which researchers participate with their retrieval tools to solve inter-
active tasks. VBS holds significant importance to researchers developing explo-
ration and search tools for multimedia collections, as it is an opportunity to test
their techniques in a realistic setting. Furthermore, the event leads to better
insight in interactive retrieval, thus inspiring new methods, systems and further
research [7]. This year’s edition expands the video collection from 7,475 video
clips (∼1,000 h) [14] to 17,235 video clips (∼2,300 h) [13].

Exquisitor is a prototype interactive learning system for large-scale media
exploration, and has participated in the last two editions of VBS, where it
performed adequately [3,4]. It uses user relevance feedback at its core, which
builds a semantic classifier on the fly to find relevant items for the information
need represented in the tasks. In addition to the single classifier, Exquisitor can
build more classifiers and merge their result sets using various relational oper-
ators [4], with each classifier also having options for applying metadata filters.
These multiple classifiers allow Exquisitor to deal with task descriptions that
have a temporal nature, which are common in VBS. The need is evident by
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looking at systems that generally do well in VBS, which incorporate modules for
addressing temporal queries [6,8,10,15].

Previously, Exquisitor relied on video segmentation provided with the VBS
collection and represented each segment with semantic features extracted from
a corresponding keyframe. The keyframes are presented to the user during the
interactive learning sessions, whose relevance judgment is used to build the
semantic classifier(s) deployed for producing new suggestions. To determine
whether the correct video segment has been found, the user can browse the
video in Exquisitor’s video summary view to fully compare the video content
with the task description. As the provided segments are of arbitrary length, the
features extracted from a single keyframe may not include information about
the entire segment, especially since Exquisitor uses a compression scheme that
reduces the number of features used to describe a keyframe [17]. The video sum-
mary interface of Exquisitor is also affected by the pre-defined shot structure,
which makes it difficult to get an overview of the video, especially those with
longer shots.

Additionally, the keyword search for finding initial positives, in its current
form, is too restrictive, as it only uses available ImageNet concepts as search
terms. These concepts do not always match the descriptions of tasks and make
it difficult for the user to determine the right concepts.

In this paper, we introduce improvements to Exquisitor with additional fea-
tures at shot level based on semantic concepts, actions and scenes. Furthermore,
we conduct our own shot boundary detection that ensures shots are between
1–10 s. In addition, we introduce extensions to the video summary interface pro-
viding a better overview of the shots. Lastly, the keyword search used to find
initial positive items for the user relevance feedback process, has been replaced
with a semantic search based on modern contextual representations.

2 Exquisitor

Exquisitor is the state-of-the-art large-scale interactive learning approach capa-
ble of handling collections with over 100 million images [5,11]. The system con-
sists of a web-based user interface and an interactive learning server.

Exquisitor Interface: Figure 1 shows the user interface of Exquisitor which
allows the user to provide feedback to the systems suggestions based on the cur-
rent classifier. Initially, arbitrary suggestions are presented. When a user hovers
over a keyframe 4 buttons appear that allow, labeling it positive, negative, sub-
mitting the segment to the VBS evaluation server or ignoring it. The user can get
new suggestions from the current model by pressing the “Next” button marking
all current segments as viewed and at any point during the interactive session
view these already seen segments through the “History” button. Additionally,
at this screen the user can also apply metadata filters such as video level filters
(categories and tags), and keyframe level filters (number of faces present, domi-
nant color and amount of text present). In addition, the user can directly search
for a specific video using its id, which opens the video summary view.
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Fig. 1. Exquisitor’s interface for building semantic classifiers.

At the top of the screen the user can add more classifiers, which opens a new
similar screen to Fig. 1 in a new tab, to define multiple classifiers for different
temporal concepts. The returned items from the classifiers can be merged using
the merge view, which are ranked using classifier ranking operations [4]. The user
can view the merge results to find the relevant segment or continue improving
the classifiers. Depending on the collection size, the interface can directly retrieve
the videos using local paths, but if space requirement is higher than the available
local storage, a web-server is used to serve the videos instead.

Exquisitor Server: Exquisitor combines cluster-based indexing with an effi-
cient compressed data representation containing the most important features
extracted from each shot per modality [1,17]. Given Exquisitor’s scalability, the
expanded VBS dataset is of no concern to the core relevance feedback per-
formance. The underlying model used for interactive multimodal learning in
Exquisitor is a linear SVM, which is trained based on user relevance judgments
on presented video segments. The hyperplane formed by the SVM is used for
extracting k-farthest clusters from the index, as the intention is to present the
user with the items for which the classifier is most confident. From this point
a late fusion step in the form of rank aggregation is performed to get the top
r suggestions to present the user with. Additionally, the server allows multiple
users and handle keyword search requests.

Interactive Learning and VBS: There are three different task types pre-
sented at VBS: Textual and Visual Known-Item-Search (KIS), and Ad-hoc Video
Search (AVS). The goal of the KIS task is to find a single video segment in one
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specific video. The description is provided textually or through a visual snip-
pet with audio. For the AVS task the goal is to find as many video segments
matching the textual description in any video.

Within Exquisitor, semantic classifiers are built through user relevance feed-
back to bring forth the correct segment(s). The tasks have a time limit—KIS
tasks end after 1 correct submission from the team, whereas AVS tasks allows
submissions until the time has run out.

3 Improving Segment Representations

Exquisitor uses features extracted from the keyframes of video segments. Since
video segments are of arbitrary size, more information is lost for longer segments
as the keyframe may not fully cover it. Furthermore, as the information is based
on entities, queries related to actions are difficult to represent with the classifier.

The length of provided video segments can be longer than 30 s but also shorter
than 1 s. The longer segments may contain the relevant sequence which the
representative keyframe is not highlighting [12]. The shorter segments cause
an issue of segment overload, where no major change is happening in multiple
continuous short segments, which would benefit from merging them together and
improving the browsing experience.

Inspired by [16], we process the videos with our own video shot boundary
detection method to provide less coarse segments, while still being slightly over
segmented for addressing subtle changes. A post process step is performed on the
segments that ensures a lower and upper bound of 1 s and 10 s respectively, to
avoid excessively short or long segments. The first 7,475 videos in the collection
corresponds to the previous years’ collection which had 1,087,657 segments. With
our approach this is reduced to 992,455 segments, a reduction of 8.7%. For
the entire collection with 17,235 videos, this results in 2,285,514 segments. We
extract semantic concepts [9], actions [2] and scenes [18] from the segments.
These are treated as separate modalities within Exquisitor and are combined
through rank aggregation during the retrieval process.

4 UI Extensions

Video Summary: The new shots are easier to view and process for a user.
However, viewing is not always ideal as tasks are time dependent. Therefore, we
now show up to 5 uniformly sampled thumbnails from the shot, so the user can
rapidly determine whether it is relevant or not. Figure 2 shows the new video
summary view. In addition to the shot thumbnails, the video player has been
updated to show the entire video file instead of the shot file.

Keyword Search: The keyword search feature of Exquisitor is used to find ini-
tial positive examples for the user relevance feedback process. Originally it used
a mapping of 12,988 assigned semantic concepts from ImageNet [9]. However,
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Fig. 2. The new video summary view with every shot having up to 5 thumbnails.

these concepts may not necessarily align with the user’s vocabulary making it
difficult to find the right concept. Restricting users to a limited set of search
terms may result in users spending more time locating the appropriate search
terms instead of actually searching. To avoid this, we replace the current key-
word search with a semantic search that accepts natural language queries, using
all available features, allowing users to search without being constrained by the
limited set of search terms available from metadata.

5 Conclusions

This work presents a series of incremental improvements to Exquisitor. We
extract features based on semantic concepts, actions and scenes at shot level.
These features are used within Exquisitor as separate modalities and are com-
bined through rank aggregation. We use our own using a shot boundary detection
method that ensures they have an upper and lower bound on the duration. Fur-
thermore, we replace the keyword search with semantic search allowing the use
of natural language queries. These changes permit Exquisitor to more efficiently
explore video collections while being transparent to the user.
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